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INTBODUCTIQI 
Investigations show that throughout the nation 
ny colleges are making some definite effort to meet 
the need for improvement and growth in reading ability. 
During the summer 1944 eight representatives from 
* attended the Sixth tnnual Conference on Ifegro Colleges 
Heading at the University of Chicago and remaind at the 
University for a period of farther study of reading prob-
Partly aa a result of Ids study the members of this 
group decided to make some attempt at Introducing a reading 
Xerogram in the colleges which they represented. *s a first 
step in this direction at prairie ?ie« College, attempt was 
made to explore the reading situation In effort to deter­
mine the status of reading among entering Freshman. The 
American Council on Munition Is, oiioloi,ioal Examination 
for College Students and tiie Iowa Silent Heading test were 
adminiatered to all entering Freshman students. Shis study 
is a re«>ort on certain aspects of that attempt. She study 
was frankly intended to be exploratory and aimed to provide 
a basis for a more systematic ro ram which would be intro-
leuts. 
duced later. 
In ;eneral this study reports the results of the test-
1Representatives from Atlanta University, Prairie View 
College, Tennessee State, Vir inia State, labama State, Ken­
tucky State, Florida 1.18. and Hampton Institute. 
2 
duced later. 
In general this study reports the results of the test­
ing carried oa and the attempt at sectioning. It deals ®ith 
what might he called the irregular group since it includes 
cases who did not continue in the college during the second 
semester or who perhaps entered the second semester. In 
other words it includes cases which did not remain in col­
lege the entire year. Analysis of the- semester grades ao-
xded and re >ort oa some items from an informal tualiy w 
interest inventory are also included. 
•nother report* on the larger exploratory study of the 
status of reading at Prairie flew Colle e den,8 primarily 
with a selected group of those students who were enrolled 
in school throughout the year. 
•The entire roup consisted of over 400 represents tires 
fr a over 125 different hi h achools throughout the state of 
3 find sever" 1 representatives from out of state schools. 
T Vittoria Golonna Blanks, The Status of Beading .ability 
m prairie View Freahmon: on Exp lorn tor. Study. 
3 
FURPOS. OF THE STUDY 
The parpose of this study is to give a report I. 
of the status of readia ability of the *43»*44 
Freshmen at Prairie View College. 
>. To determine how the group stands in 
relation to the standardisation pop­
ulation. 
IJ. To shot, a w Freshmen English students were sec­
tioned on the basis of the results of the Iowa 
Silent Re ding Test. 
III. To measure the degree of progress m *e by the 
students. 
IV. To :ive an analysis of the grades awarded in 
Freshman English and a comparison of these grades 
with the Psychological and Reding Test scores. 
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fhie chapter will report the status of the reading 
ability of the September 1945 entering students at rnirie 
ured by the 1 State College »® that ability *a» 
Silent leading and the A. C« £• Psychological testa, ilea® 
with the analysis will be a caap&rissae of the enteric stu-
fi 
dents acores with the standard acm. 
fable 1 
Distribution of 8*&Saa Scores ©f 1SK foot (Advanced) Am., 
and ACS Psychological EawdaaWUw for Soliege JTesh-
College i'TGObeam, Sep 
ij .,.943 
mm, for Prairie ?i 
V T 
• Psychol© leal Seeding * score 
V "T 
* « 1 0 110 - lit V V 
t « 3 £ 100 * 109 1~ V 
* * 7 7 90* 99 T T 
• 10 g? 80 — 89 e-
« £7 100 70 — 79 •V 
t 30 170 60 <•» r 
47 « t m w » -r 
83 £1 » 40 - 49 7 *rr 
100 £ • 30 • 39 
f * 
116 » 2 £0 * 39 "r * 
0 10 — 18 
« 
6 « 1 0 - 8 7 
4££ * 471 
s 
Table I shows a distribution of 471 oases for 
the reading teat and 462 oases for the Psychological 
The 471 eases for the Beading Test set a median 
median 
score- of 64.8 falls in the standard Preahm&a 5th 
percentile whj ah m as that these oases ere 45 points 
below the standard Freshman median. 
The cases for the Psychological Teat «tvt a median 
sooro of 37.7 and a mean of 41, or the End percentile 
for standard norm. 
A correlation between the Reading and tyehologlcal 
Tests registered .6. 
The highest score for the Heading Test (108) Is 
equivalent to the ©Oth Freshman percentile. 
test# 





Percentile Local Horn Percentile 
m. 80 JEB™. ._ •+**> — 
3L. 77.5 85th mm 
M 72.5 7Sth 
I 64.8 50th 
fl 57.3© 25th 
Table ja 
HEADING 
Stand r« jfreaboan 
Percentile 
Local Nora Poreentile 
—i SSL m 
M 22JJ8L 
JLii 2^ mil 
A lift It6 m 
£ 2gth, 
Table la ahowa that 25th,50th,75th,8oth, and 90th p rcentiles for 
tha Heading Tee ta• The aeor of 60 (90th percentile) for local norm 
fall* In the 28th standard fraahoan porc-ntil«, 32 points below the 
standurd Proahiaan. u die a. The score 77.5 (85th per--futile), local norm 
fall* in the 13th standard freshman percentile. T i-.n 34.8 ia 
equivalent to the 5th at|M|l rd fraahmn peroeatlle. The aoore 57.39 
ts too low to register in t,h standard freahmn lorra. 
s faEinr 
Percentile : P YCHOLQGICAL 
MM* 






Table lb, shows the 25th, 50 th, 75th0 3th, and 90th percentile for 
18 Paychoio{?iual Test according to tae looal noma. 
6 
Sable la shows that 25th, 50th, 75th, 85th, and 90th 
She score of 80 (90th 
percentile) for local norm falls in the 28th standard fresh-
percentiles for the Beading Seats. 
\ 
< 
man percentile, £2 points below the standard Freshman median. 
She score 77.5 {85th percentile), local norm, falls in the 
22nd standard Freshman percentile} the score 72.5 (75th per­
centile) local norm falls in the 13th standard Freshman per-
. I: 
She median 64.8 is equiTalent to the 5th standard eentile. 
She score 57.39 is too low to register freshman percentile. 




t Local Soma Percentile 
T 
>70.6 90th 
62.9 * 85th •n 
52 75th 
Ml 
37.7 « 50th 
T 
26.6 i 25th 
Sable lb, shows the 25th, 50th, 75th, 85th, and 90th 
percentile for the Psychological Sests according to the 
local norms. 
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The following two tables, fable Ila, and lib, show the 
distribution and standard deviation for the Beading test and 
The distribution, mean and median the Psychological test. 
scores have been discussed in fable I. 
fable Ila 
Reading Testa Standard Deviation 
7 T T 7 2 
d * fd « fd f t •y 7 T 
0 S • 0 t 0 * 110 - 119 
M* 7 * 
• 32 4 • 6 2 « 100 - 109 
7 7 T V 
63 ? » 3 * 21 t 90 - 99 
1 7 7 7 
* 148 « • 37 * 2 80-89 •Hi T 7 T 
• 100 • 100 « 1 » 100 70-79 
t= % i 
t t * 175 0 0 0 60 - 69 
* 4 * t 124 -1 .-124 124 50 - 59 JL. JL & 
t « 
tit -2 . -42 21 40-49 X A JL 
t « * 18 —6 2 -3 30-39 JL JLM JL 
« t t » 32 —8 -4 2 20 - 29 T 7 7 7 
t t 0 » -5 f 10 - 19 7 7 7 « 
* 36 1 * -6 • -6 0 - 9 * 
* 637 « 17 « 471 * 
m •• 
Mean — 64.86 
S. D. - 11.61 
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!Pable lit 
Standard Devi tioa - Psychological Testa 
T » 
fd f • d * fd 
i r 
i • 5 • £5 110 - 119 5 
T « 
4 • 12 3 • 48 100 - 109 
T" 
3 * 21 63 7 » 90-99 
1 r 
2 • 20 40 10 * 80-89 NjgpS t 
£7 * t 27 27 1 70-79 
» t 0 0 30 0 60 - 69 
» » 
47 47 » -It -47 50-59 
* 
332 83 t —2 t —66 40 - 49 
* 
900 100 t -3 t -30C 30-39 
t * 
1856 US • -4 • -464 20-29 
* 
800 32 t -5 i -160 10 - 19 T 1 
216 6 * -6 « -36 0 - 9 
» 
4354 462 t -1088 « 
I—'*—II- •• mum H * 
41 M X 
19.7 S»D« — 
9 
Chiefly oa the basis of reuding test score attempt 
was BK.de at sectioning, as far as convenient, those who 
scored 57 (25th ereentileJ and below were sectioned to­
gether, ana labeled "Slow : oving", 
(85th percentile) and above were sectioned together, and 
labeled "Accelerated", und those of the larger group which 
those who scored 77 
scored between the 25th md 85th percentile were sectioned 
together aid labeled "Average"• 
•ifhls classification was distributed over the 15 sec­
tions of ngllsh 113 (Grammar and Composition) as followss 
(a) Accelerated sections — 1 
(b) retarded sections ***-•—— 3 
(c) -verage section ————— n 
An analysis was B de of the scores for each section* 
This analytical comment was passed on to the teacher of each 
The analysis and cosaoent included statement of j 
(a) Median set by entire group 
(b) Median set by the particular group 
(c) Difference between group ^nd section median 
\ 
(d) B&nge of scores for the section 




(f) Citation of apparently anoraolius oases 
(g) Case rank, within the section 
The following analysis will present a comparison of 
the local norms with the Standard Freshman and ninth grade 
norms for each section of 113 English* It will also 
show a percentage distribution of grades awarded in each 
section nd check upon grades awarded hy teachers with 
the Heading >nd Psychological scores. 
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'Cable III 
Comparison of Local Medians for each Section with 
Standard Fresh-nan and 9th Grade percentiles 
Satire Groan of 113 Sections 
*' 'Local * S tandard * 3 th 
* Section* Freshjrr-in * Grade *in Section* 
•difference* R.-ng© 
of 
• Median* Percentile*Percentile*and Group * 
•* Median * 
Scores 
t t * 
T r *18 points * 
higher * 77-104 
* 6 points * 
40 * hi her * 59 - 87 
* 5 points * 
35 * higher » 63-108 
82 * 32 75 I « * t •H | 
70 * 10 * « II 
T T HI 
69 * 9 » III » 
•raw T MM* seem » 
45 - 80 33 * 4 noints * 
I T 
iXpoint| 
25 , higher , 59 - 81 




, 1 point ( 
lower 
68 • 8 t t 17 
J- JL JL 
t * * 
f 65 f 5 7 Jt 
t t t i 
55 - 91 4 64 , 71 * t * 
J-X. X 
t t « 
49 - 88 £2 711 63 4 * I JL * * * 3 points 
18 * lower * 40 - 95 
• S points * 
18 * lower « 51-83 
3 61 * » t 7III ww » » 
3 t 61 * » IX 
* 3 points * 
18 * lower * 51 - 81 
* 6 points * 
13 * lower * 51 
* 7 points • 
12 • lower * 42-82 
* 9 points * 
9 » lower * 20 - 68 
HW "7 
3 • 61 * t X w-T WW 
80 1 » 5S * XI t •e MMW WMI 
* 0 57 • t XII 
T w *7" 
o » 55 * XIII * 
*10 Points * 
8 * lower * 40 •» 76 
T iMP M 
• 0 54 * i XI7 
"Hotel Group mediem 64 
711 About average 
Till About average 
IX Control section 
X Below average 
XI Below average 
XII Below average 
I ecelerate 
II hove average 
III bove average 
17 Good average 
7 Good average 
71 About average 
12 
Table III should be read as follows5 Section I set a 
median score of 82 which is equivalent to the 3£nd Standard 
Freshman percentile and the ?bth 9 th grade t;erc ntiie. This 
section set a median 18 points ni,;her than the group median* 
The scores in this section range from 77-104. 
Table III shows a comparison of the local norms for each 
section of 113 Snglish with the Standard Freshman nd 9th grade 
percentiles* a difference in section and group medians and the 
range of scores for e ch section. 
The local median for the accelerated section is 82 which 
is equivalent to the 32nd standard Freshman percentile, ihis 
local median (82} is 18 percentile points lower than the median 
The next two sections with the for the standard Freshman. 
They re­
gister respectively in the 10th and 9th standard Freshman per-
These percentiles re relatively low when compared 
Sections IV, V are 
local medians 70 and 69 are considered hove average. 
centiles. 
with the median for the st odard Freshman. 
considered good average; section VI, VII and VIII are about 
The medians for these sections are practically the 
same as the group median (64). 
four points hi her than the group median. 
average. 
The median for section IV is 
The median for sec­
tion V is only 1 point higher and the median for section VI is 
Median scores for sections identical of the group median. 
13 
VII *414 TU are about awage Dak be In to drop 1 r than 
Section IX Is corniderod & eo»» the local roup msAi >n. 
It esters the 1st standard ftPSSiUKUB peseta* trol section* 
tile sat is 6 points lo^cr th-.n the ioc 1 group nedl siu 
Section *B XX and XII are below average and cases 
which fall in these groups do m% ragister in a*v rxstecB-
register fro 2® 
to 4£ points below the m-di a for the standard 9th grade. 
tile for the standard Freehawtu 
14 
Table Ilia 
Percentage Distribution of Grades for English First 
Semester 1944 113 Only 
7 
Section A B f C * D * E 
* (9) «(17) » 
TOTAL fe (1) M4) (34) 
I 2.6 Ul.y 'EG * 50 ' 8.G 99.1 • • *-> 
' (5) Mil) • 
*27.7 » 61 * 
(2) » (4) • <6) * (7) • 
8.69 <17.39 * 20.08* 30.45' 
• m' (at Mil) • 
' 8.00 * 8.00'44.00' 
• (4l • (8) ' (18)' 
*10.52 *21.05*47.36* 
* (3l ' m *{4) T 
'10.00 '05.00'30.00' 
• (6) '(13) • (#) ' 





IV 40.00 100. 
1ST jm 
V El,05 99.98 
WI m 
VI 80,00 100. 
HT T3ET 
m '18.75 *56.25*21.87* 
* {*) • (91 ' (181' 
3.12 99.99 m vsn 
VIII 22.58 99.98 * 9.67 *29.03'38.70' 
' (7) * (11)<{6) ' m vm 
99.99 '25.00 *59.28*28.57* 
' (1) ' {*) ' H) ' 
« 5.70 *29.62*26.92* 
7.14 IX mr 
99.98 40.74 X 
r-ff] * (io)* {10} * vsn T&T 
99.97 ' 9.67 *31:.25*32.25* 
tlWIWHl !•!II11 • 
* * *13.88* 
25.88 XI T**T wn 
99.99 86.11 XII 
T3cTf * (4) * (?) * m * xm 
99.98 39.99 '13.33 *23,33*23.33* 
' (5| • (4) '(10) ' 
*13.53 *18.18*45.45* 
XIII wi 
99.98 22.72 XIV 
T35T TTSF ' (3) ' (3) *{!*} * 
' 8.33 * 8.35' 47.22* 
(3) | (43) | (105); (147)* 
.719 *10.31 * 25.17*35.25* 




28.529 Dept. • « 
Notes 
Itesfeers in parenthesis indicate octa l number 
IJueibers not in parenthesis re­ef grades. 
present percentages. 
In section I, con-Table Ilia should "be read as follows: 
awarded the grade "A", 4 cases taining 34 crises, one case was 
15 
(11.7$) were awarded "B", 9 eases (£6$) were awarded "C» 
1? eases (50$) awarded "D" and 3 cases (8.8$) were awarded 
"f. 
It should he noted that these grades are fairly ac­
curate when comparing the reading scores of the cases with 
the grades awarded. 
Section XII of Table Ilia reports the accelerated group. 
It should, be noted that this section has the highest percen­
tage of "A"*s which may be considered true to form for an 
accelerated group. 
In order to make a check upon the grades and scores, 
The first fiTe high-ire examined. four special sections 
est Reading scores with the grades awarded for the course 
and the Psychological scores were compared as to rank. 
Table A 
Section III 
113 ccelerated Group 
Rack * Reading Grade * Psychological Case 
» score 
T 
iSi 90 A 1 ' 1Q* 
* 
IS l£l A i ££ A 
83 (4) C t A T 
16) 33 C t 88 4 
T 
*•«**• B V AM ID 




This table should be read as follows: For the ac­
celerated section the highest (1st rank) Heading score is 
104. A grade of k was awarded for the course. This 
ease is 3rd with a score of 90 in the a etiological r oik. 
Table shows that each case differs as to s..eholo-
gical rank. In no instance here has the case scoring high­
est in reading scored the same la the sycholo ical test. 
The two scores 104 and 96 for which the grade "A" was 






Psychological Grade Case Bank 'Beading Score* 
» » 
ill 90 B 87 » f I MM 
T 
iH 77 C » 83 e 
T T 
ill 73 B « 3 80 
T r 
(5) 60 C « 78 4 t 7 t 
ii) 67 » B * 76 & 
Thble B should be read in the same manner as T'tue A 
Table B shows the first three cases with highest 
Reading scores ranking in the same order with Psychological 
The End ranking Case 4 and 5 vary slightly, 




grade of "0", file case following was awarded "B". 
It seems logical that the grade "B" mi$it hare been 
awarded ca3e Z, It is noticeable that the cases in 
the "Ibove Average" group are closer In rank than 





Case Rank*heading Score Grade Psychological 
80 W 87 1 C 
68 (2) 78 B Z 
50 (3) 3 2L D 
32 til 4 B 74 
T 
(_5[ a J&.JL 74 
Note; Parenthesis indicate case rank ccording to 
psychological score 
fable "C" shows the Beading and Psychological scores 
fhis may mean that this group does in identical rank. 
have a good average in Psychological scores as well aa 
fhe grades ranging from "B" to "D" are reading scores, 





T T Psycholo leal 
Score Case Bank* Beading Score* Grade 
1 85 » m B 
2 74 42 (£) C 
5 51 (5) 65 C 
4 63 24 (5)_ P 
2G [4^ 5 61 D JL 
Note: Parenthesis indicate case rank according 
to psychological score 
f£able "D" shows the first three cases ra king 
It should be Can©3 4 and 5 vary. identically. 
noted that the "Below .verage" and. the "Above ,vcr-
age" groups h ve cases ranking in the same manner. 
The grades for this group range from "B" to "P". 
It may be said that the grade "B" is anomoious for 
this group since this group is below the average. 
19 
A* conducted in the past, fresfaBia ifcgliah 
•tern >oik$ both divided into tors 
Raising written ooopositi rk of the 1st 
tor was designed to give sons review of certain 
. fudatseat&ls of English by 
<a) Heet* ration of parts of speech 
|b) EesOi'pitie* of the sentence, labeling 1*® 
parts • • words, phrases, oiaosas, • • 
end showing relationship of parts by font* 
ting words, and position, 
(c) Correct use of i&^dlsh idi 
(4) F&oiHty in puncta.tian 
(ej facility in note baking, *nd king outlines 
end sorawarles* 
ter continued this practice of writing Hie 2nd 
bat alwod to place emphasis u; cm development of Km linger 
attempt was mu.de to report* Paring the 1H3-44 term 
modify tais presentation so as to include some emphasis 
upon development of re-ding skills daring the £ad 
Coase^oer.tly a test which bears etrtels following eeleo— 
ter 
tions was introduced* 
20 
Jci i ers OH• For i. Ratural Denooracy 
Calhounj oMresa on Slayery 
Sumner* On the Case of t,. Cert in Man 
Parringtoaj Thoreau 
Jefferson? Declaration of Independence 
Lincoln? Second Inaugarol .ddresa 
The future Hoovers 
Roosevelti The Annual Message to Congress,^? 
Along with the selections chosen from the text, ttiero wis 
considerable re s.dlog in current periodical literature. As 




Reader* s Digest 
Crisis 
The students were instructed to read selections with 
an attempt at development of comprehension. Since this 
reading aspect of the course was considered exploratory, 
all teachers in the department were given freedom to follow 
11 
whatever procedure tony considered appropriate* Sea* 
notion of tee course method and use of tdie materia 
a*.v te scon in the aid-term examination questions 
V « ins tractors* 
Bateodj 
Sispfa&sis *»• placed upon note takin g while one reads* 
?or example, atalents were expected to teks notes 3 
3 cards for eaftfc of tee selections aside from tee text 
and periodical literature* 
The outline eas not followed precisely* It a n 
found necessary to modify same* She drawing up of a 
major p iper cocronly sailed, "larestigstiro Import" 
formed an important part of tee c arse* 
51M essay port of tee final examination ineladed a 
ry review of tea "Investiture Beporf* The Iowa 
administered for tes objective 
81 
Silent Heading Seet 
or reading part* 
22 
The Iowa Silent Reading Test was first administered to 
471 entering students* There were 401 cuses oat of the 471 
who actually entered school and enrolled in 113 J&iglish (Gram­
mar and Composition) for the 1st semester* Only 338 cases 
remained to get a grade at the end of the first semester. 
This chapter deals with the statistical analysis and grade 
distributions of the 338 remaining cases. 
Table IT 
Oiatribution of First Semester Croup who Remained to Re­
ceive Grades 
7 7 t 1 
fd fd d f t 
T 
t 0 0 0 110 - 119 0 
T 
* 32 8 4 2 100 - 109 
T 
54 * 18 3 6 90 - 99 
T 
124 62 2 31 80-89 
T 
65 « 65 1 65 70-79 
« 0 109 0 146 60 - 69 :fc 
• 
78 -78 -1 78 50-59 JL 
* 
-32 64 —2 16 40 - 49 JL 
» 
27 -9 -3 3 30-39 JL 
« 
0 0 -4 20 - 29 -1 
0 0 -5 t 10 - 19 
t 
36 —6 -6 0 - 9 1 
480 -125. 
S.D. - 5.6 
338 H -
Jin - 60.8 M& • 65# 8 
23 
Table IV shot's the distribution of the 1st semester 
who remained to receive a grade at the end of the semester. 
C&ly 338 cases are accounted for oat of the 451. 
sot a mean 3core of 60.8 and a median score of 65.8. 
median score 65.8 is equivalent to the 6th standard Freshman 
percentile, then compared with the 9th gr de standard norm, 
the median score 65,8 is equivalent to the 28th percentile, 
a difference of 22 percentile points between the standard 9th 




Tsble I? also shows the standard deviation for the 338 
cases. 
Table V 
Comparison or Local fo*dian Scores for "Grade Groups 
with Standard Freshman and 9th Grade Nora 
666 
* Standard *9th grd. * No 




63 88 "A" Group • 90 
"B" Group * 73,7 
4 » t 
•M •MM T 
48 40 14 * 
7 T 7 
33 8 95 68.8 "C* Group 
7 T • 
24 4 114 * 64.1 "P" Group 
Group 
L r 7 7 r 
l 13 • 85 58.2 * '• 1 
The "A" group set This table should be read as follows: 
a median score cf 90 which is equivalent to the 53 standard 
freshman percentile and the 88th percentile 9th grade. There 
24 
are 4 cases in group "A", 
V 
i Sable 7 shows the median scores for each "grade group". 
She 4 cases in the "A" group set a median score of 90. This 
median is equivalent to the 53rd percentile for standard / 
i 
freshman. 
Forty (40) cases attained » grade of "B" and set 
%is score is equivalent to the e median score of 73.7. 
14 th percentile standard nom. 
The 95 cases attaining a grade of "C" set e median score 
of 65,8 which is equivalent to the 8th percentile standard 
norm. 
The largest number of eases (114) fell in the "D" group 
and set a median score of 64.1 which is equivalent to the 4th 
percentile Fresh® m standard norm. 
The failing group (85 cases) set a modi .n score of 58.2. 
This score registers in the 1st percentile Freshman standard 
norm. 
The cases making the two nicest scores (104-108) on en­
trance attained a grade of "A" which means that the ISatranoe 
There are few instances Test did predict this course grade, 
where the students have made high scores in othor grade groups 
25 
•but on a nfiiola, the students attaining relatively high 
reading scores on entrance were those who attained the 
best grades at the end of the semester. 
fhe following table of grade limits has been worked 
out by standard aevition. 
II • m—m»•————w»m<\ i <• II« i mi^ A 
64 to 70 B 
58 to bo.b G 
5k .4 to toO 0 
to2.4 ? ow 
teith those grebe limits, & comt>«rison »ill be uv.de 
of the grades awarded with those that wight have Been 
swarded on the basis of tnr Beading Test scores. 
85a 
Table VI A 
Score Limits for Awarding Grades on the Basis of 
Standard Deviation 
Trni— 
Grade * Score 'Standard 
















T T T 
• 70 A * 
• above • 
A 
0 • 4 
i , £2 








4 40 B 
T 7 
• 58-64 * •f r 
• 52-58 * 4 
-f » 
8 11 95 C 
6 21k D 1 
• Below * 
• 52 
F 
61 31 * 24 1 
Standard Deviation 5*6 
Table VI A should be read as follows: on the basis of 
standard deviation a median score of 70 and above would have 
yielded a grade of "A"; a score of 70 is the 53 standard per­
centile for freshmen. On the basis of standard deviation 4 
cases would have received "A" therefore there are no points 
of difference in this particular grade group. Note: other 
grade groups carry points of difference. 
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T»ble VI 
Distribution of O-rsdes Awarded at fjid of 
First Semester 
P D C • B A 
t 110 - 119 
* 
> 100 - 109 2 
t 
3 * 1 1 90 - 99 1 « 
7 J 9 80 - 89 5 10 0 
33 * 16 4 70-79 12 1 > 
39 * 10 26 60 - 69 60 
i 
10 * 4 37 27 50 - 59 
3 ' 3 10 40-49 
V 
1 2 30-39 
• 
—r 
0 20-29 * 
T T 0 10 - 19 t 
I 0 - 9 t f 
T T 
96 * 40 4 — 338 85 » 114 t TOTAL 
Median for "(T-6G.8 
Median for "3"-73.7 
"F" - 58,2 
**DM - 64.1 
Median for "A" - 90 
Median for 
Median for 
Table VI shows that 4 cases were awarded a grade of 
"A", By standard deviation oases should register a score 
No score is of 70 find above to attain a grade of "A", 
registered below 70 therefore this group would remain the 
27 
same if awarded grades according to the standard deviation. 
The distribution shows that, 40 cases were awarded a 
grade of "3'' • According to the standard deviation, cases 
should register scores ranging from 64 to 70, Table VI 
shows 4 cases vha scored below 64 and were awarded a grade 
If grades had been awarded on the basis of the of "B". 
standard deviation the "B" group would hare registered only 
There is a difference tnen of 4 cases between 36 cases. 
the actual grades awarded and those that might have been 
swarded. 
Table VI shows that 95 cases were actually awarded a 
According to the standard deviation the 
The die— 
grade of "C". 
scores for the grade "C range from t>8 to 63,6, 
tribntion shows 3 cases below the scoro of 56 who were 
There were B ca3cs falling in awarded a grade of "0". 
the interval (50-69) who did not make a score of 58. There­
fore we have 11 cases who were actually awarded a grade 
of "C" who would not have been had the S. 3. scores been 
US (id. 
There were 114 cases awarded a grade ol "D''. If the 
S. 3, grade score had been used, all scores for the grade 
The distribution MBM would have ranged from 52.4 to 58. 
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(Table 71) shows 5 eosss below the score b£.4 who were 
awarded a grade or "a". There Is al30 1 case making 
a score of tol registered in the interval (bO-59). This 
means, then, that 6 cases would not have been awarded 
the grade "i)r on the basin of standard deviation* Croup 
"D" would have been 6 cases less, tanking the total 108 
instead of 114. 
Table 71 shows 8t failing case? which should re­
gister below 5£.4 according to the standard deviation 
There are 36 cases who scored above scores for gradee. 
62.5 and 25 cases in the interval (60-03) who scored 
This means that Cl canes out of the total above 52,5, 
85 listed eases would not have failed. If the grades 
had been awarded on the basis of the standard deviation 
sccreo the group would h&v* registered onl.y 2d cases, 
a difference of 61 onset between the grades awarded and 
those vrhich might h.ve been awarded. 
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The Iowa Silent Beading Test was administered again 
This test was a Be—Test for the oases 
who were administered this same test on entrance. 
in April of 1944. 
In May the Revised Edition of the Iowa Silent 
This test is 
the second Re-Test or the final test which will be refer-
Test was administered to these students. 
red to as the May Re-Test. 
The following chapter will deal with a statistical 
analysis of the April Re-Test and the May Re-Test; a com­
parison of the local norms with the Freshman and 9th grade 
norms; a statistical analysis of the two sections; 113 
English (Grammar tuid Composition) and 123 English (Com­
position), and 113 and 123 English combined; a comparison 
of the reading scores and grades of 33 seoond semester 
entrance cases and an analysis of the 113 group (62 oases) 
who failed the first semester and repeated 115 English 
daring the second semester. 
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Table Vila 
Distribution and Standard Deviation for 314 Cases who 
Entered in September and took April He-Test 
« 
fd2 f d fd 1 
110 - 119 2 4 8 32 
100 - 109 5 3 15 45 
90- 99 16 2 32 64 
80- 89 56 1 56 56 
70- 79 87 =£= 
105 -1 -105 105 60- 69 
39 -2 -76 156 50- 59 
-3 -12 4 36 40- 49 
314 -195 494 
Mean «• 67*33 
Standard Deviation £ 11.8 
Median^ 71.03 
Table 711a shows the distribution, standard deviation. 
medl«r) mean score for the 314 cases who took the Be-
These 314 cases set a mean score of 67.33 Test in April. 
and a median score of 71.03. 
equivalent to the 13th percentile standard norm, which means 
that it is 37 percentile points below the median for the 
This score (71.03) is also equivalent to 
the 45th percentile for the 9th grade norm. 




Distribution and Standard Deflation of Scores 
for 314 cases - May Re-Test 
2 fd * fd f d 
J 
210 - 219 1 5 5 26 
200 - 209 3 4 12 48 . 
190 - 199 11 3 33 99 
180 - 189 29 2 56 Mi 
170 - 179 51 1 51 51 
160 - 169 90 
71 -1 -71 71 150 - 159 
34 -2 -68 136 140 - 149 
21 -3 -63 189 130 - 139 
3 -4 -12 48 120 - 129 
f 





Standard Deviation — 12.1 
Table 711b shoes the distribution and standard devia­
tion of the 314 oases sho took the final Reading test in 
These 314 oases set a mean score of 158.25 and a May. 
median score of 163.1. 
to the 16th standard Freshman percentile. 
(163.1) is also equivalent to the 65th ninth grade per-




Comparing the two tablest The 314 cases improved 
S percentile points. In April Re-l'est tne median score 
was equivalent to the 13th percentile Freshman norm and 
in May the median score was equivalent to the 16th 
centile Freshman norm. 
per-
Theae oases improved 9 percentile points from Sep-
The median was equivalent to the 5th 
standard Freshman percentile on entrance. 
teraber to May, 
There was 
a gain of 6 percentile points between September and the 
April Re-Test and 3 percentile points from April Re-Test 
to May, making a total of 9 percentile points for the 
year. 
33 Table nil 
Local, Standard Freshman and 9th Grade Norms for 314 Cases of 
123 English and 137 Cases of 113 English 
—r 
lish 123 Snglln 113 
* Local* Stan-MSI Percentile * Loc l*::t™~ ' 9th 
* norm *dard « Grade 
* * Fresh- • Percen-
* *man * tile 









• cext- « 
* tile « 
V 172.3 , 30 75th 77 162.7, 14 52 « 
T r r 163.1 , 16 50th 55 153.6, S 30 • 
t 
25 th 154.3 , 7 33 143.4, 1 10 * 
T « 
20 th 152.2 , 6 27 141. , 1 7 * 
i « 
15 th 150.2 , 4 22 138. , 1 4 t 
113 and 123 Combined 
Percentile * Local norm t Standard Freshman 
Percentile » » •"*' • 
75th 170 26 « i 
7 t 
161 13 50 th t 
T 7 
5 25th 151 » 
7 i 
4 149 20th * 
7 7" 
2 144 15th t » 
> . 
Siis table should be rend as followst For section 123 English 
the 75th percentile local norm is 172.3 which is equiT' lent to the 
30th standard Freshman percentile and the 77th 9th grade percentile. 
For section 113 English 75th percentile is 162.7 which is eqoiTalent 
•• a 
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to the 14th percentile standard Freshnan norm nd the 
52nd percentile 9th Gr.de norm. for 113 and 123 sec­
tion combined the 75th percentile la 170 which la eq­
uivalent to the 26th standard Freshman percentile. 
Table VIII 8 how a the local, standard Preshiwin and 
9th grade norms of the Majr Reading test scores for si 
tions 123, 113, and 113 .nd 123 combined. This table 
shows that the median score for section 123 English is 
equivalent to the 16th percentile Freshman norm and the 
median score for section 113 Snglish is equivalent to 
the 6th percentile Freshman norm. ?hl8 means that 123 
section is 10 percentile points higher than 113 section. 
When the two group* nre combined the median score for the 
two groups is equivalent to the 13th oereentile freshman 
This means that the percentile for the 123 group norm. 
is made lower when combined with 113 group and the per­




A Comparison of 33 becopd .semester iintruxice Cases 
with the Freshman and 9fch Grade norm. 
f Local ' Standard 







Re-Test * 60 2 15 33 r May 
Final » 150 4 ZZ 33 » 
At the beginning of the second semester 33 new 
students entered prairie View. These students took 
the pril Re-Test and the May Final Test. Table IX 
shows the comparison of the median scores with the 
standard Freshman "nd 9th grade norm. The median 
score for April He-Teet is 60 which is equivalent 
to the Sad standard Freshman percentile and the 15th 
The median score 150.2 percentile 9th gr 4e norm. 
for the Final »ay Test is equivalent to the 4th stan-
There is dard Freshman percentile for 9th grade. 
an increase of 2 percentile points between the Fresh­
man norm for the April Re-Test and the Kay Final test. 
This means that these 33 cases did show some improve-
In the Ifcy Final test ment in their ability to read, 
cases who were not new set a median score of 163.8 
equivalent to the 6th standard Freshman percentile. 
37 
of 161 who was below this limit. If grades had been 
awarded on the basis of the standard deviation limit, 
9 cases would have been awarded "BM instead of lo. 
grade "C" was aw rded 9 cases. The standard 
deviation chart shows that scores for grades of "C" 
should range from 15b to 164. There are 3 cases who 
registered scores in the interval (140-149) <*nd 2 cases 
registering in the interval (150-159) who are below the 
standard deviation -rude limit. If these limits had 
been need 5 cases would not have been swarded a grade 
of "0". 
The grade was awarded 12 cases. This grade 
is still the most popular in each suction. There are 
3 cases registered below the range (143-154) for the 
"3" grade, which means that 9 cases might have been 
awarded instead of 12 if the grades had been issued on 
the basis of standard grade limits. 
Only 2 failing grades were awarded in tnis group 
which means that this group had le33 failures Oven though 
no grade of "A" was awarded. 
The grades for the 33 entering case3 ? re comparatively 
38 
higher since 10 grades of "B" were awarded in this group 
and only 40 "B"«s were awarded in the 338 oases. 
33 oases were taught by nov. teachers that ia, teachers 
who had not taught the course previously. 
These 
Table XI 
113 Section - Second 
Semester - Jsay.1944 
' Total P 0 D 3 A c-.ses 
1 0 22 . 20 19 82 TTumber cases 
142.5' 154.2*159' 159 153.8 Median 
7 1 6 11, 11 13 th Percentile 
8 33 , 44 44 30 9th Percentile 
T "V"" 3 
A 168 * 171 '182* 159 Highest ••• • -
13 th 
E • ereentile 
II •# » 
G 28 • 52* 11 23 
9 th 75 ' 91 44 69 0 * Percentile 
F 




2, 11 0 0 c 
0 
R 9th 1 , 13t 44 0 £ 'ercentile S 
When the 1st semester ended, it was noted that 62 
These cases were re­cuses h>-d received failing grades. 
gietered in 113 English &B repeaters. Table IX shows 
the nalysis and grade distribution of the 62 repeating 
39 
cases in 113 English. 
Table XI Bnowa the following factej The uicill oi 
score for the grade "BM said "C" was 159. The score, 
159, is equivalent to the 11 tn percentile of the Fresh-
This score is 33 points below the median 
Z&i of the stand rd Freshmnn norm 
man norm. 
standard tic ore. 
excelled these students in reding ability, 
dred eighty two (10S"} was the highest score for which 
One hun-
a grade M<J* was awarded. 'Phis score Is equivalent to 
the E»?nd standard Freshman percentile, two points above 
the medi n for the Freshnrn norm. The lowest score 
(145) is equivalent to the 2nd standard Freshman per-
centiln. 
The median score for the 22 "D" cases was 154.2. 
The score is equivalent to the 7th percentile of the 
The highest score awarded a grade of Freshman norm. 
"D" was 171 which is equal to the 2nd standard Fresh­
man percentile; the lowest score does not rank according 
to percentile. 
The median actors for the IS "F" cases is 142.5. 
This score barely enters the standard Freshman percen­
tile; the iowost score (125) does not register. This 
tuble also shows the 9th grade standard percentile scores. 
40 
Tills entire group r iles tnoderatel^ higher rhen 
placed ia the steadarci 9th grade percentile, which means 
that these cases do not rank as entering Preshruea. Their 




a "Interest Inventory" was iven to the 451 'htrunoe 
Ihe following chapter is a report of twelve 
tions that were asked on the Inventory sheet. 
cases. quea-
The questions are ns follows: 
1. i>o you live in a small town, rural community 
or city? 
k, How old are you? 
3. Does a TJegro newspaper e joe to your homo 
regularly? 
4. How often do yon read s TTegro newspaper? 
5. ich course did you like best in hi h school? 
6. Do you enjoy re ding? 
If so, why? — If not, why? 
7. Do you think you spend enou h time studying? 
8. Do you think you spend more time studying than 
you should? 
9. ̂ hich courses require least re. ding? 
10. < hick courses are the most difficult? 
11. Fhich courses require the most reading? 
1£. What kind of bo ks and magazines do you enjoy 
most? 
42 
Age Range lb-El 
f 
2m 43$ m 
Sian 11 Town 39$ 172 
1 t 
Burnl Community * 78 iflL 
It is reported that 42$ {201 cases) live in the 
city, 39$ (172 eases) in small towns and 17$ (78 cases) 
in the rural communities. 
The uges for these cases range from 15 to £1. 
Newi per Report 
No. 3 Hegularly 
Occasionally 
425 
No. 3 25 
NO. 3 .£70 $ No not read 3 
:'o. 4 89.7 j 
M i 
Weekly 358 
No. 4 Twice weekly 32 
T 
' 2-* r SO. 4 By chance 10 
A report on question 3 shows that a Negro newspuper 
comes to 425 (94$) case homes. These cases read the 
Twenty five cases (6$) do not read 
the p per, 3 cases (.6$) read "sometime" and 18 oases 
paper regularly. 
43 
did not answer the question. 
Fran this grou we ha*e 368 cases (89.7/t>) reading 
Thirty two o-ises (7.8^) 
report "twice" weekly" and 10 cases (£.4;%) read "every 
chance" they get* 
the Negro newspaper weekly. 
the Negro newspaper weekly. 
It is evident that most eases read 
It was interesting to note that these cases liked 
mathematics best la high school. ore than 200 eases 
{44/1") register mathematics ? the course they like best. 
The an-lysis shows that 348 cases (74^) enjoy read­
ing for the following reasons; 
1. Become acquainted with vital things of life 
2. Culture 
3. Relaxation 
4. \d vane em at 
5. Means of expression 
6. Increases reading ability 
7. Keooin abreast of times 
8. ids in spelli id organisation of thou hts 




1. Lack of time interest 
2. Severe eye atrnin 
3. Lank of patience 
4. Ho ding 
5. Do not wish to concentrate 
About 10 ot aes (2*4,i) like to re\d at tines and others 
"just don't like to read* 
for same. 
nd give uo special re .son 
It WI.B noted that most students do not spend enough 
time studying nor do tiiey spend mure time than tney should. 
ccordinr; to the Inventory, mathematics, music, 
physical education, «.rt, clothing; • r.d typing require 
le st reading. 
English, mathematics, Chemistry and Social science 
Rre seemi gly the rroet difficult subjects. 
The following course* require the most reading: 
1. Hist ry 
2. English 
3. Social Science 




fhe rw.iority of cr.sest renort th«-t they llfee to 
Bosks of adventure and love stories read fiction. 




A statistical analysis of the entering Preslanen 
stuaents at Prairie View College is reported in this 
study. The 471 eases for the Beading Test set a 
median sc le of 64.8 and a mean score of 65.4. The 
median score of 64.3 falls in the standard Freshman 
5tn percentile which means that these cases were 45 
points below the standard Preahman median. 




3. Slow Moving 
This sectioning w s d re or. t*»e basis of the 
Reading test scores. Grades awarded th s udonts 
show that students who at ined tiie nighest Reading 
scores were aw rded the best grades. 
*7 
PHOTOS x 
The writer of this study proposes the following! 
That there be a ooritinu&tic of the sec-1. 
tionin of Fre .somen En, iish students. 
£. That guidance be iven Freshmen students 
in developing readin, ability. 
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APPENDIX A 




TWENTY SEVEN CASES 
Section VII 
Median set 




red inn for tu.'s 
63 36 Section 
Difference between 
1 point 1.7 points 
lower 
Group Median and 
Section Median 




49-88- 39 12 - 88 - 76 points 
8 9 Croup Rank 
•NOTE* The score 88 may be considered somewhat anomo-
lous since the highest (next) 3core, 69, is 19 points lower. 
A truer picture of the groun is presented by Ignoring the 
88 and using 69 which reduces the range to 67 points. 
COiiJENTi 
This section might be considered a good averajje since 
it falls only one point below the group median for both tests. 
The two tests do not divide the ranks squally between 
them, 8 ranking hi. her on the reading than on the psychologi-
The variation 
As re 
cal while 14 n ik higher on the psychologicol. 
ranges from 1 to 17 points with an average of b.7. 
are four instances of identical rank on both tests. 
tcaed to see if Case 28, Smith, Evelyn Earl, might be 
she maintains the rank one registered on both tests. 
/ 
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T*ENTY EIGHT CASES 
Section VI 
Median set 
by entire group yoholQ|ical 




this section 38 64 
Difference between 
Group Median nd 
Section '.'edian 
Ranges of Scores 






56-91- $6 20-77-57 
GTioup Rank 6 6 
* The score 91 may be considered somewhat anomalous 
since the next highest score, 80, is 11 points lower. A 
truer picture of the group is presented by ignoring the 91 
and using 80 which reduces the range to 25 points. 
COMMENT 
according to both tests this section is the sane as the 
50th percentile for reading and .3 above the 50th percentile 
for the psychological. In other words, it is a go.d average 
section. 
The two tests for reading is 7 poin s higher than on the 
pa; etiological nd 14 points higher of the psychological than 
Six cases maintain identical rank on both tests. 
The variation of rah ranges from 1 to 12 points with an aver-
the reading. 
age of 4.5. 
Cases 7 and 17 mig.t be encouraged to do class work which 
will maintain the rank registered on the test. 
V 
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TWESTT THREE CASES 
Section IV 
Median set 
by entire , ;ro up Psycholo leal lading 
64 
Median "for this 
Section 
Difference between 






22-102 - 80 
4 points 
higher 
Bange of Scores 
for this Section 45-80.5- 35.5 
3 Group Hank 4 
• The score 102 nay be considered somewhat unomoloos 
since the next highest score. 73. is 29 points lower, s 
truer picture of the group is presented by ignoring the 
102 and using.73 which reduces trie range to 51 points. 
OQMMMTi 
V 
Ml ifies that according to both tests this section s 
it is above the 50th percentile; its median score for 
reading being only four points above the 50th percentile. 
The two tests do jitft divide the ranks equally between 
them, that is, 17 cases rank higher on the psychological 
than on the reading test, while only five rank hi her on 
Only one ease the reading than on the psychological. 
maintains an identical rank on both tests. The variation 
52 
of rank ranges from 1 to 11 polntB with an average of 
5.4 points for the group as ft whole. 
Special effort should be made to ,dopt the work of 
this section to their test discovered capacities. 
Case 12: Note toe wide difference between. Bote 
that Cu.se 12 has the hi nest Psychological score and that 
it is c nsiderably uuove the next hij-hest score, 73, ind 
further, tliere is considerable difference between this 
hi&x Psychological score add the ending, 63, which does 
not reach the general group median level, 64. 
THIRTY F UH CASES 
Section X 
Pedian set 












Range of Acores 
for this lection 
Croup Rank """ 
12 - 69 - 57 
J 
CGMM3JPP: 
This section r i ht be oo sidered slightly on .he aver­
age since on both tests the median score is only 3 points 
below the group median. 
53 
ftKWtr OPE CASKS 
Section III 
Median set by 
entire , roup 
37.7 
• • -• 
M -* iieSan'Yor ' 
this section 
ji&'erenc© 'between 
Group Medina uod 
Section, i-.cci. JU 
Ranging of Scores* 
for taie .. ocfclon 
4 point* 
ui,jher 
" ' •lattj po:,nis 
3-09- 56 48-78- 50 
1 4 EfiOUP RA"K 
•IfO'fKs r8» score of 5 may be considered some­
what snemolotts since the next score lowest, 24, is 21 
points hl: .her, A truer picture of the group it pre­
sented by ignoring the aaeaoicma 3 ami using 24 which 
then reduced the rft&gt to 3D points. 
CGKEEST 
Phi a section is 'bore the 50th percentile for the 
entire group, its tsedian for this section of the psy-
choio ical being the Basse as the issediua set by the en­
tire group. 
Pbe two tests d© not divide the ranks equally be­
tween the®, that i«, 16 eases rank hi her of the psy­
chological thm the reading test, while only four rank 
hither on the reading than the peyctoiC'lsal. nee 
cose mints ins an identical rank on both tests. xhe 
variation of rank on both tests, however, is not wide} 
94 
excluding the anonolous case 6, this variation ranges 
from 1 to 7 with an average of 3.3 points for the group 
as a whole. Case 6, Vivian Gregg, should be watched for 
effort to ascertain cause of discrepancy registered on 
the first. 
The 3eotion is oapable of doing a good quality of 
work. 
Section IX 
Median set by 
entire group Psychological Reading 
WT? 64 
.Median for 




1.3 points Group median and 




for this Section 61-83- 32 
¥ ¥ Group I>nk 
The score 84 and 88 may be considered somewhat anomo-
lous since the next hi. hest score, 66, is 18 points lower. 
A truer picture of the group is presented by ignoring the 
88 and 84 and osiiif: 66 which tedncea the range to 50 points. 
COMMETt 
This section is about average for the group since its 
95 
registered median is sli htly above the group on the 
psychological and s 11 htly below on the reading. 
The two teste do not divide the rank equally be­
tween then,, that is, I cane ranks hi her on he read­
ing than on the psycholo leal test whi.e £1 rank higher 
on the psychological than on the reading. Five oases main­
tain an identical rank on both tests. The variation of 
rank on both tests ranges from 1 to 14 points with an 
average of 5.7. 
Cases 14 and 18 will bear observation to 3ee if they 
maintain, in their class work, the rank set on these tests. 
They have the capacity according to these test results. 
This section is capable of doing an average quality of 
wor . 
THIRTY SKVEH CASES 
Sention II 
Median set 
by entire group Reading Payoholog! cal 
64 — 
45 70 Median for 
this section 
Difference between 
Croup Median and 
Section Median 
Range of Scores 






*3-90-67 59-87= *8 
Group BanS * 
56 
•tfOVBj The score of 23 may be considered somewhat 
unomolous since the next score lowest, 77, is 54 points 
A truer picture of the goup proscnted by hi her. 
ignoring the unomolous £3 and us in,' 62 which taon reduces 
the range to 13 points. 
COMMENT 
Accordin to both tests this section is above the 
50th percentile. 
The two tests do not divide the ranks equally be­
tween them, that is 23 cases rank hi her of the paycholo-
givul than the reading test while 10 rank higher on the 
reading than the psychological. Four cases maintain an 
identical rank on both tests. The variation of rank ranges 
from i to 19 points with an average of 7.3 points for the 
entire group as a wnole. 
This section is somewhat above average. In fact, ex­
cluding the "Accelerated'1 section, this 9j00 OSclock sec­




Medi n set by 
entire group Pavcholo ioal 
* sy.y Re: ding B L Median for 
this section 
Difference between 
Group Median nd 
Section Medi ja 
liange of Score 







59—87; £8 16-80 - 64 
Group RnnS" 5 6 
The reading score, 87, is somewhat momolous •MOTEj 
since 78 is the highest. A truer picture of the group is 
presented by ignoring the 87 and using 78 which seduces the 
range 19 points. 
COMMENTj 
Since on both tests the mediun score is just one point 
above the group median, this section mi. ht be considered a 
good average. 
The two tests divide the rank almost equally between 
them, 15 ranking higher on the reading than on the psy­
chological while 13 ranked higgler on the psychological than 
on the reading. The variation of rank from 1 to 15 po.nts 
with an average of 4.6. Only one case maintains an iden­
tical rank on both tests. 
96 
Notice that the reading scores run almost perfectly 
®his might he taken to in­
dicate that there is a degree of consistency in the group. 
There are no wide gaps and the range of 19 points (09-78) 
indicates no v.ide scattor in the cases. 
consecutively from 59 to 78. 
Case 4. Clnra Byrant, will hear watching to see if her 
class work supports her rank. 
Case 3. Louis Browder, mi.'^ht he retched in effort to 
discover reason f r r^ak discrepancy. 
WHJTI SIX CASES 
Section XI 
m Median, set 
hy entire group cai Reading PS 
Medijjn for this 
Section 
Difference be treen 
Croup Medinn -jad 
Section Median 







Range of JcoreG for 
this Section 51-80® 29 
IT Group Hank 
• Same as group 25th percentile 
** The score 98 may he considered somewhat anomolous 
since the next lii.jheat score, 77, is 21 points lower. A 
truer picture of the group is presented hy Ignoring the 
98 and using the 77 which reduces the range to £1 points. 
89 
litis section might bo considered somewhat as a 
"control" section since it covers tor »oth testa the \ 
entire r nge of levels, that is, it con tains represen­
tatives from above the 90th percentile as veil as those 
from below tne 25th percentile. 
(G6 J rank high In general most of the oases, 17, 
on the Heading than on the Psychological test) 9 rank 
hi,7.h on tne psychological test, ^lthou^i some oases 
were else, that is, some missed by only one point, 
there vere no instances of identical rank on both tests. 
On both tests a rather large percentage of the group 
scored, below the 2bth percentile, 42J& on the Psychological 
and 35$ cn the he: ding. 
scoreu above the Obth percentile, the lover limit for 
admisEion to the "superior" group. 
On ooth tests of the group 
Sli^tly over 25$ of the group scored in the average 
group. 
Some special oases which might bear tching .re: 
Case 14 which scored unusually hich on both tests and 
the Reading test but con-Case 15 which scored hieh on 
60 
siderably lower on the Psychological test, thereby 
registering noticeably discrepancy in runk for the 
Cases 6, 16 and 2b might be watched b two tests. 
cause of the ratner low scores registered. 
Since this is one of the experimental sections 
in view of the faot that we have representstlTed all 
three levels, perhaps the situation might provide op­
portunity for suiting the work to the various levels 
representative d. 
THIRTY SKTE* CASKS 
Section VIII 
Ifcdim sot 
by entire group Psychological 
64 
Median for 








the Group Nedian 
and Section L'edinh 
•|4V) 
40-95 = 55 
ange of scores 
for this Section 
5 Group RanF 6 
hat The soore 84 may be considered soi •KOTEi 
nnamolous since the nest highest soore, 77, is 7 points 
lower on the psychological test. V truer picture of the 
group is presented by ignoring the 84 and using 77 which 
reduces the range to 61 points. Similarly on the Reading 
ei 
Test the score 9t> ma; be considered somowhat anoooloos 
since the ne.'t highest score, 87, is 8 poir.te lower. 
A truer picture of T op is presented 1; i noring the 
95 nnd urir • 67 which reduces the ron.-e to 47 points. 
wmart 
This section mi ht ho consKieroo o^-jo d average 
since it fslls only ,3 above the group taedi n on the 
psychoid .icc I teat and Z points he low the -roup median 
There are 8 oases below the on the reading test. 
group 25th percentile ena 8 ca»«>» ROO»« «» ouic per-
e«mt>iie cn the psychological test. Similarly on the 
reading test, 7 eases are below the ̂ rotip roth per­
centile and 2 oases above tin: 85th percentile. 
The two test do not divide the rank equally be­
tween then, 28 ranking higher on the psychological 
test than on oho reading while Id rank higher on the 
reading than on the psychological, ihcrc is only one 
inatnc.ee of an identical rank on both tests. The va^ 
rlation of rank ranges from 1 to 14 points with an aver­
age of 5.3 points. 
Cases 20 ami 30 will boar otoecrvntion 8o see if they 
maintain, in their class work, the rank set on the test. 
68 
Ihis section is capable of doing an average quality 
of work. 
S Smi£SS Ciioii3 
Section XIII 
Medina jet 
ay entire group icai Keauing 
Medians' for 
this section 
*•— «*»**».<• www. m~m> • i—m 
difference uetwoea 
Orourj Median and 
Section &ieul:ui 
riange Ot Scores 
for this Section 







* I»6J points 
7-45- 38 
Group Bank TS" lo 
* Phis figur® is lower than the Rfrth percentile •<* 
'She score 68 may be considered wonewhat anomolous 
since ttte next highest on ore „ 58, is 10 pointo lower. A 
truer picture of the group ia presented by ignoring the 
CC and imlng C-e which i'fe Betna the range to 38 points. 
CC1B: an? 
'ibis a ction is soieuhat below the are rage for the 
entire group; its median socre being below the £5th per­
centile for the rending and Ior the psychological. 
The two testa do not divide the ranks equally be­
tween them, 9 ranking higher on the rading than on the 
64 
i'iie psychological scores V6 and 71 are 
iMiomoloaa since 56 le the next ni nest. » truer pic­
ture of the group ie presented of ignoing the 76 and 71 
-nh using 06 which reduces the range 44 points, The 
rending score, 85, Is smotaolous since tne next highest 
is 76, at the lower and the 30ore, 6, Is anowo>ous 
since ';he next highest is 40, 
CmftUH'f 
This section. Is souiOwaAt the average for the 
entire group; its median score oaiag toe acute aa toe group 
25th percentile for toe psychological bat three points 
below the £6th percentile for toe rending. 
The two test* do not divide toe ranks equally be-
twaan them; 10 ranking hi her on the Psycholoilcal than 
OR the Heading, irhile 14 rented hi, her on the rading than 
oa toe oayciiolOglaal. ihere is no identical rank on both 
toe variation of rank rangess from 1 to 18 points vests* 
with ixn average of 5.7. 
Ms section needs rather close attention for the 
general aptitude is not hi$u 
The followin caaea will bear observationt 
Oasej 9,10,28, all considerably above average on Heading 
65 
psychological. fho variation of ra.ijc fr ai I to 6 points 
with an average of 3, There are t..roc. instance of identi­
cs] rank on bother tests. 
This soctlon potently needs rather close attention 
for the general aptitnde is not hi *h« opoei 3. effort 
should he rvu\e to edc-rt the work to their t» st discovered 
cap .cities. 
The fact the *hfs seeticr.*? med* an 1? below the 
group f-Rth pore oat II o Be-ga® tk.t while perhaps most of 
the section rails colons the lo ©r qu^rtllo of the entire , 
group, on the oi-faux hand, nw^ in tae section hare abili­
ties an r.VefKjgfc *dW ««te entire ©roup. 
-Ms BjOO O'clock section, which is definitely be­
low the average f r the group and the 9*00 clock sec­
tion which, la definitely above Rverp-je for the group Mat 
provide opportunity for soce observations regarding the 
reiutiire progress and nsorivtiity of he two sections. 
rvihwTX SlVhh CAShS 
Section XIV 
Eediua set 
by entire group o ding Psychol o»doal 
Jf.T 64 
Median for 
54 26 t lis section 
Difference between 
10 points 




Gt.se: 6, 13, 17, for diacrep&nuleB La. rank* 
~ne fact tu&t tne section median its almost the same 
as the group 25th percentile means that while perhaps 
most of the section falls in the looser qn&rtile of the 
entire group, on the other h nd, many in the section have 
abilities on the average with the entire group. Perhaps 
some special effort should he made to adapt the work 
to their that discovered capacities. 
THI SET nun; CAoaS 
Section XII 
Medifin ae" n' 
entire group jyChOlOfical ReadInL ra 
Fe'dian 'for" tSlis 






Group Median end 
Section Median 
Range of Scoreo for 
this section •r(31) points 
42-82-40 
••(40) points 
14-75 - bl 
F droup ^nak 10 
• This figure is the same as the 25th percentile 
*• The score 75 may he considered somewhat rjiomo.ous 
sinoe the next hi-hest score 54, is 19 points lower. A 
truer oieture of the frrouu is presented by ignoi lng the 
¥B and urine- 54 which reduces the rande to 40 points. 
Similarly on tne Reading lest the score 82 may he con­
sidered aooewhat anomolous since the next highest score, 
®7 
73, is 9 points lower* A truer picture of tns group is 
presented by ignoring the 82 and using 73 which reduces 
the range so 31 points. 
ooroare 
This section is somewhat below the average for the 
entire group) its median soore being the same as tne 
group 25th percentile for rwMnj ^nd only four points 
above the 2bth ereentile for the psychological* 
The two tests divide the ranks almost equally b 
tween the , 19 ranking higher on tne redding than toe 
Hie variation of psychological than on the reading. 
rank ranges from 1 to 15 points with an avera.e 6*5* 
There is no instance of identical rank on both test* 
This section patently needs rather close attention 
for the general aptitude ie not hir-h. Special effort 
should be made to adapt the work to their teat lis-
cpvered capacities* It may be somewhat an advantage 
that the section is oompossd chiefly of mle . tud«: ts 
in the vocational fields, for this may give clue to 
their interests which If made capital of may lead to 
better work* 
The fact that the section median is the as 
the Croup 25th percentile means that .hlle perhaps 
most of the section falls in the lower qoartile of the 
68 
entire group, on tho other hand many In the section 
have abilities on the arerage with the entire group* 
Some Investigation might veil be made concerning 
Cases 22, Jones, Freddie Joe :nd 31, Horteott Horace, 
in effort to account for the discrepancy In the soor-
ing nnt ranking. 
ACCSLEHAT® SKCTICW 
Section I 
TWEHTY THRW CASKS 
ViCiii-vn set oy 





Group Median and 
Section Modi-in 
Kr.ive of ^ccres 
to* this Section 
78 OS 
*0.9 points 18 points 
hiffcer hi,-her 
•(*2) points 
71 T>oiui. 77-lCMfc £7 
points 
Croup "auk 1 1 
•HOTBi A'he score of 33 may be considered somewhat 
anomclous since the next seore lowest, 62, is 29 points 
hl.h r. A truer picture of the group is presented by 
i&iorlng the anotxjlous 33 and using 62 -htch then re­
duces the range to 42 points. 
69 
CCll'TTT 
According to bot i teste this Section is definitely 
In fact, it is above the average for the entire group. 
our Superior seotio . 
hae two test divide the ranks ©q.uhJly uotween tliem, 
that is, 10 oases rank higher of the psychological than 
the reading test while another 10 rank higher ox; the 
reading than she sychological. Two cases maintain an 
identical rank on both tests. !Sho variation of rank 
on both, tests, however, is no, wide} excluding the anomo-
this variation r.-.ng-s f. MI 1-8 with an lots case 13, 
average of 3 points for the group as a thole. 
Not only is this section capable of rapid progress 
but in order to provide for maximum development, the 
course content for it should be enriched. here con­
venient, this section might, vitn profit, attempt some 
adaptation of the AST? Course in English, 3re idea might 





1. 1. Date n 
AE£ First iT?uno Last Name Middle Name 
V 
Birthplace 
N ime of high school graduated from 
T. cation of high school 
. • of high school graduation Present classicication: 
•- you live in a rural community or a small town or a city ? (check) 
'in college what do you plan to major in? 
hat work do you intend to pursue when you finish school? 
'hat and who determined or helped most to determine your choice? 
spend four years in college? 
Why? 
'hich courses did you like best in high school and why? 
to you plan to If not, how 
ong do you plan to spend? 
Which courses did you like least 
and why? 
With which courses did you have 
the most difficulty? 
.hich of your courses required the most reading? 
Which required the least reading? 
are NOW taking, which do you find most difficult? Of the courses you 
ad why? 
hich courses require the least reading? 
Which courses do you like best( ? v'Vhy? 
Which courses do you like least? 
aid why? 
,7aich courses require the most reading? 
'That extra-curricular activities are you NOW participating in? 
In which are you most int, crested aM why? 
Name ..some gt your hobbies. 
.ijout how many hours do you spend listening to the radio^ in a week? 
.lime some of your favorite programs.. 
iarae the best three movies you have seen recently. 
throughout your whole school career, in general, what courses have 
you liked best and why? 
:..roughout^your whole school career, in general, what courses have 
eMBrai' 
what courses have 
Do you write good papers 
source of your difficulty? I s 
enough time on it 
pi® not, what is the principal 
polling,-- poor- preparation, don't spend 
poor organization, poor .grammar, etc. . 
gave you an out-of-school job? . What do you do? 
7* 
About how many hours of your time a week does it take? 
yo you feel that your job interferes with your school work? 
a definite time for study every day? ",o you set aside 
Vfliat areyour usual study hours? 
How many hours a week do you usually study? 
days of the week do you usually study? 
Y/hen do you usually take time off from your school work? 
; Have you made a schedule of 
? 
? On what 
your daily activities? 
follow your schedule? (Check) Exactly; 
? To what extent do you 
almost: not very closely, 
? Do you think )u you think you spend enough time studying? 
you spend more time studying than you should? Why 
Where do you usually study? (at 
your room; library; study hall, etc. ) 
Are there any distractions there which interfere with your study? 
What are these distractions? 
How could the condi-ho you study with the radio going? 
tions underwhich you study be improved? 
Is your concentration good? If not, why not? 
Do you take Do you skim material before you study it? 
notes while you read? 
ho you usually make written outlines of the material you are study-
Do you try to think of examples which illustrate ideas 
you get from study materials? ______ In general, do you know why 
you are studying the material and what you teachers expect you to 
Set from it? 
or after you have finished reading? 
ing? 
go over it again in your 
(as in 
find it difficult to combine them into a 
What provisions do you 
have studied material, dp you 
When you have many readings about a topic 
own After you 
-iec iai Pchence ) , do you 
' erei't. point of view? 
..ike for reviev/? 
HoV/ do you review? 
Do you tend to delay studying until just before examination? 
Which do you prefer, 
examinations of the objective type, such as 
Why?_ 
do you tend to get"rattled"during examinations 
Do you "cram" for examinations? 
0:1 say examinations; or 
.. rue-false tests?' 
you frequently find that you spend too much time on one or two 
.estions in the examinations ,$nd then that you have to rush on 
; irough the other questions? 
Do you take good 8 
lecture notes? 
If not, why not? 
Do you use the dictionary frequently? 
culty in understanding how to use a dictionary? 
Can you read graphs, charts, maps, and other graphic devices? _ 
Name some courses in which you have found need to read some of 
these graphic devices 
Do you find diffi-
Have you^had any difficulty in using, that is, finding what you 
are looking for, reference aids(such as encyclopedias, World Almanac 
Indexes of books etc. ? 
List names of some courses in which yo.u have had to make use of 
such types of references as those just mentioned 
Do you J eel that the subjects .you are now taking are essential 
finished 10sohool?ilat ^ lntena t0 do whem you have WWW 
vnn • , hake softie suggestion regarding how 
you think your course of study should be modified 
r 
73 >0 you enjoy reading? Why? " 
""om your school lessons, approximately how many hours a week 
your nigh schcoL work last year did you devote to reading? . :'.ug 
rammer, approximately how many hours a week do you devote to 
* About how many books did you read during your last 
? Name some of the books you read j 
•jading? 
simmer vacation*'"'0'' 
"lit kind of books and magazines do you enjoy most? Why? 
hpart from your school books how many books do you own?50, ¥ 
ane some 
cout how many books do your parents own? lb.at kind of books 
ire they? Name some 
r~" 
What magazines- are received regularly at your home? 
filch, if any, do you. customarily read? 
What magazines do you subscribe to or buy regularly? 
. Which do you actually read? 
. If you had the opportunity, 
'hat magazines would you like to get regularly ? 
'-at newspapers do you regularly read? 
-at part of the newspaper do you read first? 
16656 
second? 
third? What is your favorite comic strip? 
—-i 
vi'."lied that there were more books and magazines at ua'. a jou ever 
home for you to read? 
. * 
during your high •.one of t•••.! books you were required to read 
•vo ] work 
v..u ever - rod to improve your own reading ability? 
' V/hy?_ 
What methods did you use? 
. Wwre you successful? 
reading inefficiency caused you any difficulty in any of your 
Which subjects? 
h:.:i did this inefficiency cause difficulty? 
vnschool subjects?. 
: at do you think is your principal .weakness in reading? 
the following list underline those items which you thi{j.k 
hnracterize or best describe your reading: read too rapidly; 
id too slowly; do not understand the details and fine points of 
'.hat I read; cannot obtain an understanding of the general aspects 
f what I read cannot see it as a whole ; do not think through 
hat I read; do not apply what I read; am not skeptical enough 
. what I read; cannot pick out important parts of what I read ; 
•vonot outline; cannot perceive plan of the author; cannot skim; 
eve difficulty in completing all my reading assignments; 
not vary my reading method^ with different purposes; do not have 
'• ,rl. i11 mind the purpose for which I should read; do not know 
iian./^ol the words I meet in reading; do not know how to use a 
icoionary; do not use a dictionary when necessary; 
.. to use reference books— encyclopedias, etc.; 
. portant ideas and facts from what -I read: 
oading notes. Need glasses; cannot see very well. 
*• 
hist names of any Negro magazines you know: 
do not know 
cannot select 
cannot take good 5 
Ti3t names of any books you know that were written by Negroes : 
Noes a Negro 
How often do newspaper come fo your home regularly? you read a Negro newspaper? 
74 
English 1£3 - Final £»r iaitioa 
Tour Hf iaaa 
heralop a iieeixeion of tae subject: 
CH '.CIWC QOTICKPTS 0? JE JC Jg DHMOCRACT 
mx ;th» Sot less than 500 words, use your nets file 
freely. 
ait© accurately references used. 
Malta no reference to the Segto* 
<ftrr,I3E« 
U Wstia-alsh Sammey fr * other foras of 
goeernraent, (For ©respiej ineimt, oclnllea, 
CQesBimlea). 
IX, Early Concept 
HI. i* tar Concept (For erat-iple, Calhoun, Lincoln 
ni* ©there) 
IV, Contetaporsiy Concepts (or enaruie, Floorer, 
Hooaereit ctaore) 
P.u2 Hi 
Oeing only ceteris! that yon cite froc Uorront 
erIodic <ls a discussion of not leee than 6U0 iorda on the 
following suojootj 
MKIilflAFT 5 ' CR&CY . Fii • • > Y 
In t ils discussion try to ahoci 
(a) Historical buckgroond or whet TOO t.ie 0'irly ©si-
7B 
tioa of the ?s»gro in merie&a Deaocmcjr* 
(*5 extant to ehleh the m&ee shares In 
asriean Dec.aerae; • 
(cj The opportunities which serious SeoMMmcjr 
offers the negro* 
(d) fe»t the future «&./ hold* 
lea sight consider each of the above ;'ro® the following 
points of vises 
{%) Political (h} Social Jo} ^coaenie 
{&} Serai or r«n»lictiohe 
Instructor 
